Recently John McCullough gave a presentation to the Heads of Domain meeting. The presentation focussed on Information and digital literacy and “What we expect our students to know? To understand? To interpret? To write? Where do they start and what is our role as educators?”

John’s PowerPoint presentation was paired with an interesting Youtube clip about “Infowhelm and Information Fluency”. Follow this link to view them both.

Our hard work on building the Libguides for staff and students has been recognised yet again. Recently we have had several other schools request to copy some of our Libguide pages. Our answer......NO! :) however, the requests are flattering and proves how great the Libguide resources are for our school and that we must be doing something right!

Latest Libguides: Drama Units 3 and 4, Literature Units 3 & 4. Update to study skills Libguides for students. If you would like a libguide written for your subject area, then please contact either Rachel or John to get the process started!

If you would like either John or Rachel to come to one of your domain meetings to showcase libguides or the AccessIT (Catalogue), then please let us know. We would love to show you all that the catalogue has to offer, the opportunity to view film clips, read pdfs of newspaper articles, magazine articles etc.

Stay tuned for the next issue where we will introduce you to some of the new reference ebooks for student/staff use and “clickview” where you can record for yourself any programme from the television for your class and store it in the cloud!
PDF'S & E-BOOKS IN THE CATALOGUE

There are numerous pdf documents and e-books in the library catalogue. These resources are able to be opened and viewed via their link. These files are all locked so that no unauthorised persons may have access to them. When prompted you will need to use your staff initials to access them, there is no need to enter a pin number.

These are the icons which are used in the catalogue by which you can recognise them.

The e-book icon represents electronic books, mainly those on Kindles and other e-book items.

This icon represents e-docs. These are usually pdfs. When you click on the URL a pdf of the file will open.

Examples of E-docs include:

- Current Social Issues: Newspaper articles from all the major metropolitan newspapers. Released fortnightly.
- Current Environmental Issues. Newspaper articles from all the major metropolitan newspapers. Released fortnightly.
- Hot Topics: Examines issues in the news.

Examples of E-books include:

- **The 1950's**: Building a new Australia after a war
- **The 1960's**: Reshaping Australia in a changing world
- **The 1970's**: It’s time for change
- Issues in Society: Each book in this series focuses on a current issue in society. A great way to see what we have available is to type “Issues in Society” into the fast find of the catalogue.
- There are also numerous fiction e-books which are available to read via library Kindles. Kindles may be borrowed from the front desk. At this stage the library is focussing mainly on reference and non-fiction e-books, as the cost and organisation of fiction e-books is still cumbersome. Reference and Non-fiction allow multiple users and the licence can last for many years, whereas fiction e-books have more strict rules.

TOP TIP: When looking for e-docs or e-books use Fast Find. Type in your search term and click on ALL FIELDS.
How drugs work
Cannabis  Ecstasy  Cocaine

Conversations with Australian artists
Dadang Christanto
John Mawurndjul
Ken Unsworth

Turn back time – The Family
1. Edwardian era  2. The Great Depression
3. The Second World War  4. Swinging 60s  5. The 1970s

Eco engineering
• Geothermal heat from within  Green tower  Power tower
  Sun Engine

Religion
The Mystery of Mary Magdalene.  Parts 1
The Mystery of Mary Magdalene.  Parts 2
Metropolis
Moira Kelly
Pope Francis
Touched by an angel

God in the Lodge Part 1
God in the Lodge Part 2

Technology
Food safari – Italian

Having trouble viewing programs from the Library Catalogue?
Contact the Library for some assistance.
TROUBLESHOOTING
MP4 FILES IN THE CATALOGUE.

Here is a step by step process how to change settings on Internet Explorer so that you can view HTML5 formatted mp4 files through the Library catalogue.

1. Open your Internet Explorer browser.

2. Click on Tools then Compatibility View Settings.

3. UNTICK all the boxes at the bottom on the window. There should not be any websites listed.

4. Click on close.

Top Tip to find new teacher resources....

You can view recently added teacher resources by going to the Library OPAC.

- Clicking on New Items
- Then hover curser over “FILTER BY
- Then hover curser over “TYPE”
- The select “TEACHER RESOURCES”
- You should now see a list of only new Teacher Reference resources in the Library.

SEND PROGRAM REQUESTS THROUGH TO YOUR CAMPUS LIBRARY.

lavallali-library@ccb.vic.edu.au
coolocklibrary@ccb.vic.edu.au

INTERESTING LINKS

New Coolock Books
Year 10 Study Skills Sessions
Libguide Research Tools
Bibliography Guidelines
Library Catalogue
AV Troubleshooting

Read
Write
Revise
Eat
Sleep
Repeat
STAFF BOOK REVIEW

Mathew Canterford

Wool, Hugh Howie
A fabulous dystopian story about a community being controlled, the innate need to know the truth and the realisation that the truth is far beyond.
Kathrina Bognar

“A New Earth: Awakening to Your Life’s Purpose” by Eckhart Tolle. A bit “new agey” but a lot of short chapters that made me think about my life and my place in the world. And the benefits of taking time to consider my place in the world and how my thinking shapes my outcomes. Positive consciousness can change some of the aspects of life. The short chapters make this easy reading, but it does fall into the self-help category which is not for everyone!
Denise Braddon

Kate Quinn Rome series – Empress of Rome, Daughters of Rome, Mistress of Rome. Gripping and sometimes confronting read for those who love historical fiction and strong female characters. The writing is historically authentic and the characters well developed. The third book ends with a hint of more to come.
Barbara Lomas

The Great War: American Front. A fantastic alternative history to World War 1. Imagine. When the Great War engulfed Europe in 1914, the United States and the Confederate States of America, bitter enemies for five decades, entered the fray on opposite sides: the United States aligned with the newly strong Germany, while the Confederacy joined forces with their longtime allies, Britain and France. This series has really hooked me in and now I am up to number 7!
John McCullough
WHAT'S HAPPENING IN THE LIBRARY

Coming up in June:

- Clickview for library staff (Role out to CCB staff later)
- AccessIT (Catalogue) roadshow visit to CCB with further training. (The more we know the more you will as well!)
- Preparing for the House Reading Challenge in Term 3.

CCB Libguides will give your students the edge they need.

Email John & Rachel

CREATIVITY IS INVENTING, EXPERIMENTING, GROWING, TAKING RISKS, BREAKING RULES, MAKING MISTAKES, AND HAVING FUN.

Mary Lou Cook

NEW BOOKS

After Darkness
CHRISTINE PIPER

a kiss in the dark
CAT CLARKE

A10567
SUZY ZAIL

angels
MARIAN KEYES

NATIONAL BESTSELLER

FROM THE BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF "TOMORROW AND TOMORROW AND TOMORROW"